The Supervisor’s Role
in Staff Performance
Appraisals
March 2019
Zoom: https://ucanr.zoom.us/j/8151602829
Dial: +1 408 638 0968 or
+1 646 558 8656
Meeting ID: 815‐160‐2829

EXPECTED OUTCOME OF TODAY’S SESSION:

You have the information and tools you
need to make the Performance Appraisal
process meaningful and productive.
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What we’ll cover today
•

Why do performance appraisals?

•

Overview of the annual staff appraisal process

•

Tools, Timeline, and Practical Tips

•

Updated Performance Appraisal Form

•

ANR Performance Standards

•

SMART Goals and Career Development

•

Giving and Receiving Feedback

•

Calibration Review

•

What to expect in the future
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WHY IS PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
IMPORTANT?
Performance management is an ongoing, collaborative
process between managers and employees to build
relationships, set expectations and goals, give and receive
feedback and discuss professional development needs
and career aspirations.
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Manager’s Role

Employee’s Role

• Set goals and expectations
• Give employees the insight needed to
achieve key outcomes
• Hold employees accountable
• Enable meaningful performance
conversations
• Support employees’ development plans

• Understand what performance
management means
• Participate actively in the ongoing
process
• Discuss performance expectations
• Own their performance and career
development
• Ask for performance feedback

Human Resources
• Act as an objective 3rd party
• Support managers and employees in understanding performance management and
differentiated pay for relative performance
• Provide tools, training, and coaching.
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http://ucanr.edu/sites/ANRSPU/Supervisor_Resources/Performance_Management/
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Overview of the Annual Process (2019)
Mar 1‐Mar 22

• Employee completes employee sections of the Employee
Performance Appraisal Form

Mar 23‐May 5

• Supervisor meets with employee to review self‐appraisal
• Supervisor completes supervisor sections on appraisal form
• Supervisor confirms agreement on proposed overall rating
with second‐level supervisor

May 6

• Proposed ratings and draft appraisals* due to
ANR Human Resources

May 7‐May 24

• HR reviews proposed ratings for consistency, and confirms
final ratings

May 25‐Jun 29

• Supervisor meets w/ employee to communicate overall rating
• Collect signatures and submit final documents to HR
*Draft appraisals for those rated at "Exceptional“, “Partially Meets”,
“Does Not Meet”, with second level reviewer signature.

Logistics
•

Mary Vlandis (ANR HR) emailed rosters to Directors in
early March
•

Supervisors should not submit proposed overall ratings directly
to Mary; your Director is responsible for reporting to HR.

May 6 is the deadline for Directors to send to HR:

•

•

Preliminary ratings for all staff, and

•

Draft appraisals for those rated “Exceptional”, “Partially Meets”
and “Does Not Meet”

Mark Lagrimini is second‐level reviewer for UCCE
County Directors and REC Directors
•

Joan Warren is on point to collect information and keep us on
schedule
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Practical Tips
•

Review the timeline and schedule meetings with your
staff and your supervisor
•

Communicate, communicate, communicate

•

Read the FAQs in the guidelines document

•

Review previous performance appraisals for SMART
goals, opportunities for improvement, and training
plans

•

Identify key organizational and unit goals in Strategic
Plans, work plans, your PR, etc.
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2018‐19 Performance Appraisal Form
• Updated Performance Element labels to align with UC
Core Competencies
– ANR Performance Standards remain the same

• Streamlined Review of Core Competencies section to
focus on employee strengths and areas for development
• Employee self‐evaluation sections added throughout the
appraisal form
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Section 2: Review of
Core Competencies
Seek to understand the
differences in perceived
performance by asking
questions
Do you have objective
feedback to support your
ratings? Observed behavior?
Do the ratings align with the
ANR Performance Standards?
Focus on two to three areas
of strength and opportunities
for development in Section 3
narrative
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ANR Performance Standards
• Common descriptions for each job element in
the Performance Appraisal Form
• Labels updated this year to reflect UC Core
Competencies – underlying standards have
not changed
• Used as the basis for performance discussions
and ratings
http://ucanr.edu/sites/ANRSPU/Supervisor_Resources/Performance_Management/
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ANR Performance Standards
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Setting SMART Goals

Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Relevant
Time‐bound

• What will be accomplished?
• What actions will you take?
• What data will measure the goal?
• (How much? How well?)
• Is the goal doable?
• Do you have the necessary skills and resources?
• How does the goal align with broader goals?
• Why is the result important?

• What is the time frame for accomplishing the goal?
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SMART Goal Examples: UC CalFresh Fresno
By September 2018, I will conduct 1 CATCH train‐the‐trainer
training, that will provide staff with a general understanding of
the CATCH Curriculum.
By March 2019, I will identify and integrate 1 Policy Systems
Environment activity (Garden, Stencils) at a community site
that will involve adult participation.
By March 2019, I will identify and implement one policy,
system or environmental change that supports Smarter
Lunchroom Movement efforts at Bakman, in order to improve
the school environment with comprehensive programming.
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Career Development
• Ask your people, what additional information,
knowledge, skills or resources do you need to
master your job and accomplish your goals?
• The ANR Learning & Development website is a resource
for identifying training and professional development
opportunities
– UC Learning Center and LinkedIn Learning offer scores of free,
on demand online courses
– UC ANR Staff Assembly offers tuition reimbursement
scholarships
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Giving and Receiving Feedback
• SARA: the natural response to feedback
– Surprise
– Annoyance
– Resistance
– Acceptance
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Strategies for Giving Feedback
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get your emotions under control
Find a private place
Consider timing
Focus on the actions, not the person
Be direct
Describe specific behaviors
Stop talking and seek confirmation
Reaffirm your faith in the person
Define positive steps, provide possible solutions and be goal oriented
Document the feedback for future reference

What is the
impact?
What is the
consequence
of the
action?

EMPOWER

When did
you address
it before?

What did you
observe that
needs to be
addressed?

RESULT

What is the
Goal or
Expectation?

ACTION

CONTEXT

CARE Model for Giving Feedback

Employee
responsibility
What can
they do
differently?
Provide
guidance and
support
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Overview of the Annual Process (2019)
Mar 1‐Mar 22

• Employee completes employee sections of the Employee
Performance Appraisal Form

Mar 23‐May 5

• Supervisor meets with employee to review self‐appraisal
• Supervisor completes supervisor sections on appraisal form
• Supervisor confirms agreement on proposed overall rating
with second‐level supervisor

May 6

• Proposed ratings and draft appraisals* due to
ANR Human Resources

May 7‐May 24

• HR reviews proposed ratings for consistency, and confirms
final ratings

May 25‐Jun 29

• Supervisor meets w/ employee to communicate overall rating
• Collect signatures and submit final documents to HR
*Draft appraisals for those rated at "Exceptional“, “Partially Meets”,
“Does Not Meet”, with second level reviewer signature.

Calibration Review
• Second‐level supervisors and Unit Heads are expected to
promote consistent ratings based on ANR Performance
Standards
• HR reviews appraisals for employees with a PROPOSED
OVERALL RATING of “Exceptional”, “Does Not Meet” or
“Partially Meets Expectations”
– In some cases, HR may ask supervisors for clarification and
direct that performance ratings change to be consistent
with division‐wide standards
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Exceptional Performance
Transformative
Achievement of Goals
Job Competencies
Baseline
Compliant with UC policy
in performance of job
duties. Up‐to‐date on
mandatory trainings.
Not subject to a
disciplinary action during
review period.

Above expectations or
higher on each
performance element/job
competency based on
Performance Standards.

Work consistently exceeds
quality, quanity, and timing
for performance goals
established by the employee
and supervisor during the
review period.

In addition to exceeding
performance goals, the
organization is
fundamentally better as a
result of the employee’s
contributions.
Or, the employee overcame
significant obstacles during
review period.
The individual is a role
model for others in ANR.

If the employee supervises
others, this includes
performance as a people
manager.

In current role during the entire
review period
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What to expect in the future
• UCPath, UC’s new human resources and payroll
system, will include a web‐based performance
appraisal application, known as ePerformance.
• UC ANR plans to make the ePerformance application
available for staff and managers for the 2019‐20 staff
performance appraisal process.

Questions and Comments?
Mary Vlandis at maryvlandis@ucanr.edu
John Fox at jsafox@ucanr.edu
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UC People Management Series
•

•
•

We encourage all supervisors who are responsible for completing a
performance review take two online people management courses:
– Setting Expectations and Individual Performance Goals
(DAC‐HRUCPM02; Estimated Duration: 1 hour)
– Giving & Receiving Feedback
(DAC‐HRUCPM03; Estimated Duration: 45 minutes)
Available on‐demand through the UC Learning Center:
http://lms.ucdavis.edu
If you have completed these courses in the past, you may want to review
again as a refresher. (The courses have not changed in the last year.)
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